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otherwise in the fourth century of our era had the Christian
Church of the Roman Empire accepted the law of the pagan
State while developing for its own use through its canons
an independent body of ecclesiastical legislation. Indeed,
ecclesiastical legislation in Russia was forced to modify the
rigour of Byzantine Church law: thus pagan practices and
the resort to astrologers were so deeply rooted in the social
life of Kievan Russia that it was impracticable to enforce the
death penalty demanded by imperial legislations. A Greek
Metropolitan in the eleventh century might lay stress upon
the observance of rules laid down by the Greek Fathers—
'Cleave unto the law of God, not unto the custom of the
land'—but a Russian bishop of Novgorod was more liberal
in his interpretation of canon law, and a rising sentiment of
Russian nationalism as a protest against Byzantine domi-
nance may perhaps be traced in his boast that there was no
need for him to send money 'to another land', i.e. to the
Patriarch of Constantinople. The Church is on the way to
become the Church of the Russian people.
Probably the most potent channel of Byzantine influence
in Russia was Monasticism. One of the earliest of monastic
foundations was the Monastery of the Caves in the neigh-
bourhood of Kiev (1051). Here St. Theodosius (died 1074)
worked, introducing the rule of St. Theodore the Studite and
modelling the ascetic life on the more moderate Palestinian
practice rather than on the extreme forms of Syrian mortifi-
cation. It was only in his youth that St. Theodosius wore
chains. 'He created the model of Russian monastic piety/
In Russia as in the Empire it is the monk, who need not be a
priest, who awakes popular devotion: the monastery comes
to be regarded as the half-way house between earth and
Heaven—the 'House of the Angels1. It is from the monks
that a father confessor is chosen; it is to the monastery that
the destitute turn for relief. And from the monasteries the
diocesan bishops are drawn: they carry with them the
monastic scale of values and naturally desire to create new
monasteries in or near the capital of their province. In early
Russia most monasteries are placed in the neighbourhood of
the towns: the monastic colonization of the north belongs to a

